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It’s Tuesday, which is one day closer to Friday than Monday was. So let’s see
what’s in the news.

The Big Takeaway

In theory at least, laws are there to make life easier and more orderly. In
reality, laws are often there to obstruct, obfuscate and obscure.

Want some examples? 

Republican lawmakers in Ohio are considering a bill that would, in effect,
overturn the will of the voters when it comes to cannabis, the Ohio Capital
Journal reports.

Voters passed a measure called Issue 2 this year, with 57% approval, that
legalizes recreational use of marijuana. It allows growing at home, authorizes up
to 350 dispensaries statewide, and imposes a 10% sales tax, specifying five
funds that the revenue would go into. The law is set to take effect this week.

Not so fast, says state Sen. Rob McColley, R-Napoleon. He has added language
to an existing but otherwise unrelated bill that changes just about everything. It
would ban home growing of cannabis, cut the number of dispensaries to 230,
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cut the maximum allowed potency of marijuana, and substantially hike the tax
rate.

“This is language concerning changes to the adult use marijuana program that is
meant to address a variety of issues that we felt were the best public policy of
the state of Ohio,” McColley said.

“The silver lining … is that marijuana has always been operating in a black
market,” he added. “This is an opportunity for Ohio, if done correctly, to try and
stamp out that black market to the extent possible, and then also put a program
in place to make sure that Ohioans have accessible, reasonable and safe
marijuana products for their purchase.”

Democrats, and even some Republicans, are dubious, saying this just looks like
a backhanded way of undoing a ballot measure that McColley and other critics
don’t like.

“A few tweaks to the law may be necessary, but too many of the proposed
changes are egregious and could thwart the will of the people, who voted
decisively in favor of Issue 2,” Senate Minority Leader Nickie J. Antonio, D-
Lakewood, said in a statement.

Voters say Yes, Please. Lawmakers say Not So Fast.
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In Indiana, the attorney general is trying to stop a lawsuit by media
members challenging a new state law that sets a 25-foot buffer zone around
police officers engaged in their official duties, the Indiana Capital Chronicle
reports.

Lawmakers said they were simply protecting officers, because sometimes
crowds at crime scenes get unruly or interfere with police operations. Critics say
this is part of a move in many states to prevent reporters and bystanders from
observing or recording police activity. Such recordings have sparked widespread
condemnation and even civil unrest after examples of police brutality were
posted on social media, most prominently perhaps being the death of George
Floyd in Minneapolis at the hands of police in 2020.

“By criminalizing peaceful, nonobstructive newsgathering on matters of public
importance, the (Buffer Zone law) violates the First Amendment … (and) grants
law enforcement officers limitless, standardless discretion to prevent journalists
from approaching near enough to document the way officers perform their duties
in public spaces,” a coalition of media outlets wrote in asking a federal judge to
block the law.

The attorney general’s office, however, argues that nobody has been harmed by
the law, so the media organizations have no standing to sue. No reporter has
been prosecuted for violating a police order to stay back 25 feet and anyway, the
state argues, the media’s own legal filing admits that they don’t plan to follow the
law, so it’s not like it’s having a chilling effect on newsgathering.

“And in a twist of irony,” the state wrote in asking the court to toss the lawsuit,
“the only instances of enforcement they do allege show that the Buffer Law is not
being enforced in the manner they claim to fear, but is only being enforced
evenhandedly and with great deference to those recording law enforcement, in
situations where it is plainly needed.”

The federal judge has yet to decide on either the media request for an injunction
or the state’s request to dismiss the lawsuit. Even if he decides to dismiss it,
however, a similar case, brought by the ACLU, is before a different federal judge,
so the law could still be blocked.
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This is just about as hard as getting a measure on the ballot in Missouri.
(Photo by Alain Grosclaude/Agence Zoom/Getty Images)

Reproductive rights advocates in Missouri are hoping to follow activists in
other states in putting a measure on the ballot to protect abortion. Voters in
other states, even red ones, have shown that they have little desire to see the
procedure tightly restricted.

But Missouri’s process for getting on the ballot is so fiendishly difficult and
convoluted that one Democratic consultant compares it with skiing the slalom at
the Olympics, the Missouri Independent writes.

“You’re going downhill at a very fast rate of speed,” said Jack Cardetti, who
helped run a number of successful initiative petition campaigns in recent years.
“You have to make decisions very quickly. And no matter how well you’re seeing,
if you miss a single gate, you’re out, you’re disqualified.”

Two separate groups are trying to get an abortion measure on the 2024 ballot,
one to overturn the state’s strict ban, and another to amend it to add exceptions
for cases of rape or incest.

The groups have until May to collect at least 171,000 signatures, but organizers
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say they need to collect almost twice that to ensure enough signatures are valid.
On top of that, the state has tight and inflexible deadlines for various stages of
the process, and organizers can expect multiple legal challenges and obstacles,
they say.

The net effect is a very expensive process with a highly uncertain outcome.

“Even if you have enough voters out there willing to sign the petition to get it on
the ballot, you have to physically have people out there collecting those
signatures each and every day, seven days a week,” Cardetti said.

Republican consultant and former lawmaker John Hancock agrees.

“It’s just become a more torturous process,” Hancock said.

In Arkansas, a coalition of attorneys and good government activists are
trying to roll back recent moves by the governor and legislature to restrict
public access to certain government records and information, the Arkansas
Advocate reports.

Arkansas Citizens for Transparency submitted the “Arkansas Government
Transparency Act” to Attorney General Tim Griffin, who has until several weeks
to consider whether to let the measure advance.

Among other changes, the act would tighten the state’s vague definition of a
public meeting and more clearly define what constitutes a “governing body” and
what counts as “communication” among members of those bodies.

It would also partially undo a new law that exempted records related to security
for the governor and other state officials from public scrutiny. Under the act,
those records could be withheld for up to three months, but then they would
become public records.

The transparency act is a companion to a proposed constitutional amendment
that would enshrine in the state constitution the right for the public to observe
the actions of state government.

That constitutional amendment would allow lawmakers to make only temporary
changes to state transparency laws. New restrictions on public access would
require a 90% vote in the legislature and would automatically be placed on the
next general election ballot for voters to approve or disapprove.
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If Griffin allows the Arkansas Government Transparency Act to proceed, backers
would need to collect at least 90,704 signatures by July 5.

More from the Will of the Voters file: Texas House adjourns fourth special
session — leaving vouchers, school safety and elections bills unfinished … New
Jersey pet shops would be banned from selling dogs and cats under new bill …
(Michigan) Survey finds strong support for legislation aimed at further restricting
and reducing tobacco use

Also Trending

Foreign ownership of U.S. farmland has been a hot topic lately. About half
the states have some kind of restrictions on foreign ownership and more are
considering it, particularly since Chinese firms bought farmland near military
bases in North Dakota and Texas. Lawmakers in at least 36 states have
proposed new restrictions this year alone, Stateline reports.

In Mississippi, Commissioner of Agriculture and Commerce Andy Gipson led a
committee that studied the issue and produced a 363-page report,
recommending various changes to tighten up the state’s foreign ownership laws,
which date back to the approval of the latest constitution in 1890.

Seeing foreign interests, even those from friendly nations, buy up farmland “just
bothers me at a gut level,” he told Stateline.

“It is our ability as a country, as a state to produce our own food, our own fiber
and our own shelter,” he said. “And I think every acre that’s sold to anybody
outside of this country is one less acre that we have to rely on for our own self-
interest, our own national food security.”
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Say, does this land seem foreign to you?
(Photo by Rogelio V. Solis/The Associated Press)

Foreign ownership has been growing in the U.S. lately, up nearly 50% in a
decade. But for all the discussion of it as an issue, the actual numbers aren’t that
large.

“Foreigners held an interest in about 40 million acres of U.S. agricultural land at
the end of 2021, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Canadian
investors own the largest share of that acreage, followed by investors from the
United Kingdom and Europe. Foreign ownership represents only about 3.1% of
all privately held U.S. agricultural land,” Stateline writes.

And the Chinese share is miniscule: just 1% of the foreign-owned land is linked
to Chinese interests.

That didn’t stop Arkansas from enacting new restrictions. And state officials
forced a Chinese-owned company to divest a 160-acre parcel it owned in the
state.

“This serves as a warning to all other Chinese state-owned companies operating
in Arkansas — I am investigating these types of properties throughout the state
and will exercise all powers afforded to my office under the law,” Attorney
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General Tim Griffin said in announcing a $280,000 fine against the company for
failing to register with the state.

Some lawmakers and civil libertarians, however, say the hysteria over Chinese
and other foreign ownership can get out of hand, stigmatizing foreigners and
immigrants living in the U.S.

“If we want to take a look at foreign investment in ag land and it’s narrow, that’s
great,” said Kansas state Rep. Rui Xi, a Democrat and the only Chinese
American in the state House. “If you try to cast a shadow and it continues to cast
suspicion on people who are here innocently who are just trying to learn, who are
trying to attend our universities, I think that’s where we really, really need to urge
caution.”

From The Newsrooms

Pennsylvania senator pushes review of U.S. investments in China but hits
roadblock in House

(North Carolina) Trust, rumors and tough decisions as UNC-Chapel Hill
chancellor weighs MSU presidency

(Florida) DeSantis wants the state to spend less next year; plus spend $1
million for FSU’s bowl game snub

Missouri child welfare agency reports increased efforts to find missing foster
kids

Early child care shortages in Oregon costing parents jobs, survey finds

One Last Thing
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Have you seen me?
(FBI National Stolen Art File via the S.C. House clerk's office) 

Nobody’s quite sure where it came from, exactly how it disappeared, or
where it has been for the last 83 years. The theories about who took it range
from a clueless tourist to a disgruntled state senator to occult-obsessed Nazi
agents.

The one thing everyone can agree upon is that the official state sword of South
Carolina disappeared from the statehouse sometime early in 1941 and has not
been seen since.

The South Carolina Daily Gazette digs into the mystery today, recounting how
the sword was bought by the colonial legislature in 1704, though it is not clear
where or when the sword was made. It was adopted by the revolutionary
government and carried by officials on ceremonial occasions thereafter. Then,
someone sometime in February of 1941, took it.

The sword is, or should be, a companion piece to the legislature’s ceremonial
mace, which was made in London and was also bought by the colonial
legislature. Since 1951, the legislature has been using a substitute sword
presented to the state by the ambassador from Great Britain.

State officials may have no clue what happened to the original sword, but they
definitely would like it back, if it still exists somewhere.

“Everybody wants a mystery to be solved,” said Charles Reid, clerk of the South
Carolina House and probably the greatest living expert on the sword. “It’s
something we should know more about. The fact that we don’t leads to all the
speculation of ‘what if,’ ‘what could be.'”
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